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The draft New London Plan (dNLP): Examination in Public

1 Introduction

1.1 This Hearing Statement is prepared on behalf of Sainsbury's Supermarkets Ltd (Sainsbury's)

in relation to the soundness of the dNLP having regard to issues arising from draft Policy T7

relative to the 2012 NPPF against which the dNLP is being examined.

1.2 Sainsbury's is one of the UK's largest food retailers, with 96 supermarkets and 268 Local

convenience stores in London with associated distribution operations. Safe, reliable and

efficient servicing and delivery arrangements are key to maintaining Sainsbury's commercial

operations and investment programme. Sainsbury’s are also committed to being a good

neighbour within communities where it operates.

1.3 Sainsbury's London stores are located in a mix of town centre, edge of centre and out of

centre locations. Servicing and delivery arrangements are tailored to respond to specific

circumstances. Changing demands and technology continue to offer opportunities for

improvement and challenges to retail competitiveness.

1.4 Draft policy T7 seeks to impose a blanket requirement for off-street servicing at a strategic

plan level. For the reasons given below:

(a) This is not Justified:

(i) servicing arrangements do not need to be a strategic matter. Local policy

and decisions to approve or refuse planning permission provide the

appropriate level for the consideration of servicing arrangements; and

(ii) there is no evidence base for the requirement;

(b) This policy is not Effective:

(i) local authorities and elected members will have the local knowledge and the

benefit of more detailed evidence on loading requirements, timings and

highway operation at the Local Plan and application stages, that make them

appropriately placed to determine the most suitable servicing arrangements

and efficient use of road space. In contrast, blanket restrictions may inhibit

investment, particularly in town centre locations.

(ii) it is not clearly worded. It is not clear whether the blanket restriction would

apply to purpose-built loading bays which allow loading within the confines of

the public highway, but ensure no encroachment or restriction of the

carriageway itself. Nor does it indicate whether it would apply to operations,

such as waste collection, which are far more efficient when small volume

collections can be made from the roadside.

1.5 These issues reflect the inappropriateness of imposing strategic-level blanket restrictions in

the absence of scheme and locality-specific evidence.
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2 Existing Position

2.1 The nature of town centre locations and buildings adapted from their original use do not

always allow servicing and delivery facilities to be accommodated 'off-street', in all locations.

2.2 80% of Sainsbury’s Local convenience stores are serviced from the highway with a significant

proportion of stores occupying buildings which are not purpose built for A1 food retail units.

2.3 Therefore, allowing retail to play an important function in these locations with associated

benefits for accessibility and investment requires a balanced approach. This is particularly

true for retail operators of small units, where the provision of off-street servicing is not

possible nor an efficient use of space. By their nature, on street loading facilities are typically

shared for the most effective use of road space.

2.4 The London Plan 2016 strikes a sensible and effective balance – as a strategic regional

planning framework – in requiring Local Plan and development management decisions to

minimise servicing conflicts and allow for servicing requirements when designing schemes
1
.

2.5 Existing policies allow space for planning judgment in light of these norms:

(a) In granting planning permission on appeal for Sainsbury's Local convenience store at

Rochester Row
2
, the Inspector noted that: "It is readily accepted by the Council that

on-street delivery to convenience stores is common in Westminster";

(b) Similarly, in his decision letter granting permission on appeal for a change of use of a

part of an office building to Sainsbury's Local store at 89-95 St Paul's Road in LB

Islington
3
, the Inspector noted that "on-street servicing is a long established activity

throughout London".

2.6 Existing policies and decisions also recognise the role that Delivery and Servicing Plans

(DSPs) can play in managing servicing arrangements. This was reflected in the Inspector's

comments in the 89-95 St Paul's Road decision:

(a) the Council accepted that the unit could not be serviced from within the site;

(b) the deliveries would take place in accordance with the existing Traffic Management

Order restrictions; and

(c) the DSP would satisfactorily control and manage the delivery arrangements, vehicle

size, servicing location, trolley movement and public interaction.

2.7 The Inspector's decision in the Rochester Row appeal also reflects (and explicitly

recognises
4
) the fact that operators will act pragmatically. It noted that "in practice, regular

suppliers are likely to use the size of vehicle most conducive to troublefree operation."

1
Policy 2.15C(h), Policy 6.3C and E, Policy 6.13 D(d), London Plan 2016

2
Appeal refs: APP/X5990/A/13/2191133 and APP/X5990/A/13/2191134

3
Appeal ref: APP/V5570/W/14/3000127

4
Paragraph 29
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3 Would Policy T7, along with policies E4-E7, provide an effective strategic

framework to ensure that suitable sites and infrastructure are provided for all

types of freight, deliveries and servicing in an integrated and sustainable

manner in all parts of London? In particular:

(a) are all of the requirements of Policy T7 necessary to address the strategic

priorities of London?

3.1 'Justification' – NPPF 182

3.1.1 Draft Policy T7 (F) stipulates
5

that "development proposals should facilitate sustainable freight

deliveries and servicing, including through the provision of adequate space for servicing,

storage and deliveries off-street” [emphasis added].

3.1.2 As such, it imposes a blanket requirement for delivery and servicing arrangements to be

provided off-street irrespective of the characteristics of specific developments and localities.

3.1.3 It does not:

(a) reflect the constraints in providing such facilities 'off-street' in all locations;

(b) draw on any evidence supporting the approach or analyse the effects of a blanket

approach to constrained areas and sites;

(c) explain what 'off-street' means in this context; or

(d) reflect the evidence of behaviour and effective mitigation options (as noted above).

3.1.4 Such a blanket approach to individual decisions and areas is not founded on evidence (and

conflicts with the importance of balanced local decision making). Against the reasonable

alternative position of a policy that allowed for local and scheme specific judgments about

acceptable servicing arrangements, it would not produce the most appropriate strategy.

3.2 Effectiveness

3.2.1 As noted above, Sainsbury's meets retail needs through investment in a mix of store formats,

in a variety of urban contexts across London. Adopting a 'one size fits all' approach to

delivery and servicing is likely to impinge on retail investment.

3.2.2 The evidence above confirms that stores can operate appropriately with servicing from the

highway via loading bays and by parking on single / double yellow lines with DSPs secured by

planning obligations or conditions. Policy T7(F) requires the use of DSPs; paragraph 10.7.5

specifies that DSPs must demonstrate how applicants will meet the requirements of the site.

Those DSPs can require controls to be used to ensure developments are appropriately

serviced, without relying on a blanket restriction on off-street parking.

3.2.3 Sainsbury's operations and associated investment rely on adequate space to enable safe,

reliable and efficient servicing and deliveries consistent with the commercial emphasis on

5
Paragraph F
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(and shareholder commitment to) being a good neighbour and trusted retailer. Delivery and

servicing space does not always need to be provided 'off-street' to achieve that. To avoid

artificially constraining development, and to be effective, the word 'off-street' should be

deleted as follows:

"Development proposals should facilitate sustainable freight deliveries and servicing,

including through the provision of adequate space for servicing, storage and deliveries off-

street."

3.3 Policy E7 (D)

3.3.1 Sainsbury's broadly supports the co-location of residential uses with industrial, storage or

distribution floorspace on Non-Designation Industrial Sites. Consistent with the Agent of

Change principle, Policy E7 (D) should be amended to state that such co-location proposals

must demonstrate that appropriate noise mitigation has been included to avoid any

operational impact on existing industrial and distribution sites.

3.3.2 Paragraph 3.12.6A states that "When considering co-location and intensification of industrial

areas, boroughs should ensure that existing businesses and uses do not have unreasonable

restrictions placed on them because of the new development." In order to provide an

effective strategic framework for such sites, that wording should be included in policy E7 (E)

with the corresponding cross-reference in the final sentence of E7 (D).

3.3.3 Paragraph 3.12.4A notes that the Agent of Change principle applies to various noise-

generating uses including shops and industrial sites. The wording in that paragraph should

clarify that the principle also applies to the operational activities key to those uses – such as

servicing.

(b) does policy T7 extend to detailed matters that would be more

appropriately dealt with through local plans or neighbourhood plans?

3.4 Yes. As the Mayor's spatial development strategy, the London Plan must only deal with

matters which are of strategic importance to London (section 334(5) of the Greater London

Authority Act 1999). The detail of servicing and delivery arrangements is not a strategic

matter and is - for the reasons given in light of the evidence above - more appropriately dealt

with the through Local Plans and/or the development control process. Policy T7 (F) is

therefore inappropriately prescriptive and not sound in the form proposed for the reasons

given above.

3.5 Sainsbury's accepts that there are competing demands for kerbside space and on the wider

transport network. Boroughs are best placed to assess those demands. To date, boroughs

have been left to set their own detailed policies and requirements regarding servicing and

delivery requirements in their Local Plans. That approach enables boroughs to individually

work with retailers to deliver innovative servicing solutions tailored to each site. That

approach is necessary to deliver the Mayor's policy objective in policy E9 BA(4). As drafted

policy T7 (F) risks stifling that and new investment in existing centres.

3.6 Delivery and servicing arrangements are a detailed matter more appropriately dealt with

through Local Plans and decisions.


